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The MiniBooNE-DM collaboration searched for vector-boson mediated production of dark matter
using the Fermilab 8 GeV Booster proton beam in a dedicated run with 1.86×1020 protons delivered
to a steel beam dump. The MiniBooNE detector, 490 m downstream, is sensitive to dark matter
via elastic scattering with nucleons in the detector mineral oil. Analysis methods developed for
previous MiniBooNE scattering results were employed, and several constraining data sets were
simultaneously analyzed to minimize systematic errors from neutrino flux and interaction rates. No
excess of events over background was observed, leading to a 90% confidence limit on the dark-matter
cross section parameter, Y = 2 αD (mχ /mV )4 . 10−8 , for αD = 0.5 and for dark-matter masses
of 0.01 < mχ < 0.3 GeV in a vector portal model of dark matter. This is the best limit from a
dedicated proton beam dump search in this mass and coupling range and extends below the mass
range of direct dark matter searches. These results demonstrate a novel and powerful approach to
dark matter searches with beam dump experiments.
PACS numbers: 95.35.+d,13.15.+g

Introduction — There is strong evidence for dark matter (DM) from observations of gravitational phenomena
across a wide range of distance scales [1]. A substantial
program of experiments has evolved over the last several decades to search for non-gravitational interactions
of DM, with yet no undisputed evidence in this sector.
Most of these experiments target DM with weak scale
masses and are less sensitive to DM with masses below a
few GeV. To complement these approaches, new search
strategies sensitive to DM with smaller masses should be
considered [2].
Fixed-target experiments using beams of protons or
electrons can expand the sensitivity to sub-GeV DM that
couples to ordinary matter via a light mediator particle [3–18]. In these experiments, DM particles may be
produced in collisions with nuclei in the fixed target, often a beam dump, and may be identified through interactions with nuclei in a downstream detector. Results from
past beam dump experiments have been reanalyzed to
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of this DM search using the
the Fermilab BNB in off-target mode together with the MiniBooNE detector. The proton beam is steered above the beryllium target in off-target mode lowering the neutrino flux.

place limits on the parameters within this class of models.
In this Letter, we report on the first dedicated search of
this type (proposed in [6]), which employs 8 GeV protons
from the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB), reconfigured to reduce neutrino-induced backgrounds, combined with the downstream MiniBooNE (MB) neutrino
detector (Fig. 1).
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FIG. 2.
DM production channels relevant for this search
with an 8 GeV proton beam incident on a steel target.
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FIG. 3. DM interactions with nucleons in the detector.

A DM particle may couple to ordinary matter through
a light mediator particle which could also control interactions with Standard Model particles, allowing the correct
relic abundance in the standard thermal freeze-out scenario [3–5]. A minimal dark sector model of this type
is known as vector portal DM [19, 20] and is used as a
framework for the analysis presented here. Although we
emphasize that this search is sensitive to other scenarios, in this particular one, interactions of χ are mediated
by a U (1) gauge boson Vµ (“dark photon”) that kinetically mixes with the ordinary photon. Four unknown
parameters control the physics: DM mass mχ , Vµ mass
mV , kinetic mixing , and dark gauge coupling gD . For
this work, the DM particle is assumed to be a complex
scalar, which is consistent with terrestrial, astrophysical,
and cosmological constraints [5].
Two different DM production mechanisms (Fig. 2)
likely dominate for this search: 1) decay of secondary π 0
or η mesons and 2) proton bremsstrahlung. For both of
these processes, the production rate scales as 2 provided
the Vµ can decay into two on-shell DM particles with
mV > 2mχ . The χ, produced via one of these mechanisms, may be detected via interactions with nucleons
or electrons. This search is sensitive to DM-nucleon interactions χN , mediated by Vµ exchange (Fig. 3) and
the scattering rate in the detector scales as 2 αD , where
2
αD = gD
/4π. Combining this with the production rate
behavior yields a DM event rate that scales as 4 αD for
mV > 2mχ .
Experiment — In the neutrino-production mode (“νmode”) configuration of the BNB, 8 GeV protons from
the Fermilab Booster are delivered to a 1.75-interactionlength beryllium target in pulses with intensity 3 − 5 ×
1012 protons and 1.6 µs in duration, creating a large flux
of charged mesons, predominantly pions. A magnetic
horn surrounds the target and uses a pulsed ≈ 1.5 T

magnetic field to guide the mesons down a 1 m radius,
50 m long cylindrical, air-filled, decay pipe that terminates into a steel beam stop. The majority of mesons
decay into neutrinos (e.g. π → µν) providing a large
neutrino flux in the downstream detector [21].
For this DM search, the beamline was configured in
“off-target” mode with the 8 GeV protons steered off of
the beryllium production target, through the powered-off
magnetic horn, and into the steel beam dump at the end
of the decay region. This greatly reduces the flux of neutrinos created via meson decay in-flight, thus lowering the
neutrino event background. This increases sensitivity to
DM produced in decays of π 0 and η, which are produced
copiously in the beam dump.
The flux of neutrinos and associated errors in ν-mode
were calculated using experimental data along with a
simulation program detailed in [21]. To predict the offtarget flux, the simulation was updated with the addition
of various beam line components that are important only
for off-target running. These additional components have
negligible effects in ν-mode as the beryllium target and
surrounding aluminum is the source of 99% of the mesons
contributing to the neutrino flux at the detector. However, in off-target mode, only ≈ 30% of the mesons resulting in detector neutrinos are created in the beryllium
target and surrounding aluminum, so other beam-line
materials are important. The beam parameters (direction, emittance, lateral size, etc.) used by the simulation
were measured during the run.
Charged-current quasielastic (CCQE) scattering of
muon-neutrinos produces a readily detected muon and
is the highest-rate neutrino process in the MB detector.
With the assumption that DM scattering is purely elastic, the CCQE samples are free of DM-scattering events
and, since they are well-measured via the large samples
gathered in ν-mode running, can be used to constrain the
off-target neutrino flux. A sample of 956 CCQE events
from off-target mode were reconstructed and compared
to that predicted by the beam and detector simulations.
The beam parameters input to the simulation were then
adjusted, within their uncertainties, to reproduce that
number of events and to improve the off-target flux estimate. A set of beam simulation variations, consistent
with errors on the beam parameters and the total number of CCQE events, was created in order to determine
the error on predicted fluxes.
The resulting predicted neutrino flux for off-target
mode is shown in Fig. 4 along with the ratio of off-target
flux to that for ν-mode. The predicted off-target flux
for 0.2 < Eν < 3 GeV is (1.9 ± 1.1) × 10−11 ν POT−1
cm−2 (“POT” is proton-on-target). The mean energy
of the off-target neutrino flux is 660 MeV compared to
830 MeV in ν-mode. The integrated off-target flux is
1/27 of the ν-mode flux and the event rate 1/48 that of
ν-mode. The total data set reported here used 1.86×1020
POT collected from Nov. 2013–Sept. 2014.
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FIG. 4.
Predicted flux (top) in off-target mode and the
flux ratio for off-target to ν-mode (bottom) as a function of
neutrino energy for each neutrino species.

During this run period, the MB detector operated as
for the previous 12 years which has included searches
for neutrino oscillations and measurements of neutrino
cross sections in both ν− and ν−mode. In particular,
MB has measured ν and ν-nucleon neutral-current elastic
(NCE) scattering [22, 23] which has the same expected
final state as χN scattering, allowing for the same mode
of operation with well-understood detection and analysis
methods.
The MB detector [24] consists of 818 tons of mineral
oil (CH2 ) in a 610 cm-radius tank viewed by 1280 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) in the inner, primary region
and 240 PMTs arranged in pairs viewing the outer, optically separate, 35 cm thick veto region. Any PMTs with
signal > 0.1 photoelectron are digitized and recorded in
a 19.2 µs time window around the 1.6 µs BNB proton
pulses. The signature of χN scattering events is a pattern of hits consistent with a track from a single proton
or neutron of a few hundred MeV kinetic energy. The
MB detector is sensitive to these sub-Cherenkov particles via a small amount of scintillation light emitted as
they traverse the mineral oil. The event signature is the
same as for previous ν and ν NCE cross section analyses
performed by MB [22, 23].
Analysis — A DM-candidate event sample was selected from the off-target data with selection criteria
(“cuts”) following the previous MB ν-NCE analysis [23]
and a reconstructed nucleon kinetic energy of 35 <
Tp < 600 MeV. This procedure requires exactly one
time-cluster of hits coincident with the beam and with
a time and spatial distribution consistent with a single

nucleon and no pions. This selection, along with the requirement of no activity in the veto, minimizes contamination from beam-unrelated (cosmic) backgrounds and
non-NCE beam-related backgrounds. Neutrino-induced
NCE events are an irreducible background to this analysis; they must be estimated and subtracted. To better constrain the off-target neutrino flux and, therefore,
the neutrino-induced backgrounds, the set of off-target
CCQE events mentioned above was selected following
cuts developed for our ν-mode CCQE cross section measurement [25].
Because the NCE and CCQE cross sections are not
known a priori independently of MB data, two other
large samples (≈100k events), with the same NCE and
CCQE cuts as for the beam-off-target set, were extracted from previously-collected ν-mode data. The
DM-candidate sample contains any χN scattering events
while the three other “constraint” samples serve to constrain the event rate for an improved estimate of beamrelated backgrounds. It should be noted that the events
passing the selection cuts are not purely NCE and
CCQE at the vertex level but are more acurately labeled “NC0π”and “CC0π” because of processes like pionproduction combined with pion absorption in the nucleus
or scattering via multinucleon processes [26].
A detector simulation, developed and tuned for previous MB analyses, but with the new off-target neutrino flux, was used to predict the event rates for
these neutrino-induced processes including those involving pion absorption. The simulation predicts that the
NC0π (CC0π) samples consist of 77% (84%) true NCE
(CCQE) events but the analysis does not depend strongly
on those values since the constraint samples determine
the effective cross sections. The simulation is also used
to determine the DM event efficiency and related errors
including correlations [22, 25].
The nucleon reconstructed kinetic energy distribution
for DM candidate events is shown in Fig. 5 and the integrated event totals are summarized in Tab. I. The background predictions are determined through both measurement and simulations. The beam-unrelated background is measured in out-of-beam, 19.2 µs-duration windows taken at 10-15 Hz interspersed with the beam-on
data-collection windows. The same cuts are then applied
to this sample for an estimate of the number of beamunrelated events passing cuts in the beam-on sample.
The beam-related detector background is dominated
by NCE events originating within the detector volume and are estimated using the experimental simulation. Beam-related “dirt” backgrounds arise mainly from
neutrino-induced neutrons created outside the detector,
passing into the main detector volume, and satisfying the
event selection. All of these beam-related background
processes have been measured in various MB data sets
and then used as input to the simulations.
As seen in Table I, the error on the beam-unrelated
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FIG. 5.
Reconstructed nucleon kinetic energy distribution for DM candidate events with the experimental data
are shown as circles with statistical error bars. The predicted backgrounds are shown as lines and the results from
a background-only fit to the combined data set are shown
as triangles with error boxes. The bottom plot shows the
data and unconstrained background-only prediction together
with example DM signals as a ratio to the background-only
fit. The example signals are the 90% confidence-limit solutions at the best-fit point (DM1, mV = 10 MeV, mχ =
1 MeV, 4 αD = 8.1 × 10−14 ) and the most-sensitive point
(DM2, mV = 769 MeV, mχ = 381 MeV, 4 αD = 1.3 × 10−14 ).

TABLE I. Number of selected data events with predicted
backgrounds.
background source
beam-unrelated
beam-related, detector
beam-related, dirt
total estimated background
constrained-fit background
data events

events
697 ± 11
775 ±454
107 ± 81
1579 ±529
1548 ±198
1465 ± 38

background is small and due to statistical error in the
large beam-off sample; the systematic error is negligible.
The largest errors are those on the beam-related background estimates which originate from uncertainties on
the neutrino flux, NCE cross section model, and detector response. Correlated errors between different energy
bins and event samples are also calculated. The resulting
error using this procedure is 34% of the estimated background while the statistical error on the data is 3%. This
measurement is systematic-error limited.
However, this systematic error was reduced substan-

tially via a combined fit of the DM-candidate sample together with the three constraint samples described above.
Effectively, the off-target CCQE sample determines the
off-target flux with errors smaller than those resulting
from the simulation procedure. Similarly, the NCE sample from ν-mode determines the event rate for neutrino
background processes with reduced errors. As shown in
Table I, the error on the background is reduced from
34% to 13% with this “constrained-fit” procedure. The
energy distribution of predicted background events resulting from this fit is shown in Fig. 5 with the reduced
errors.
A signal for DM would appear as an excess of events
above background such as that shown for two example
DM parameter sets in Fig. 5. The data show no significant excess of events over the background prediction and
may be used to set limits on the vector portal DM model
parameters.
A background-only fit on the full data set, consisting
of DM candidate events and constraint samples, was the
first step in the procedure. In order to allow some adjustment of the underlying background distributions within
errors, six “nuisance” parameters were introduced: one
scale factor each for the ν-mode and off-target neutrino
fluxes, and four parameters to adjust the NCE cross section. As can be seen in [22, 23] the simulation overpredicts the NCE data at higher nucleon energy and may
be due to an overestimate of pion background channels.
These nuisance parameters, consisting of an overall normalization factor together with a subtracted Gaussian,
correct this. The predicted backgrounds, adjusted by
the nuisance parameters, were then fit to the four data
samples in a total of 80 bins of calculated 4-momentum
transfer using a log-likelihood function constructed with
the complete and correlated (80 × 80) error matrix. The
resulting χ2 was 48.1/74 giving an upper tail probability
of 97%, reflecting fairly conservative errors, which is not
surprising as the simulations have been pre-tuned somewhat on existing data samples.
The next step was to use a fixed-target DM simulation [27] to generate predicted energy and position distributions of expected χN scattering events in the MB detector for a particular set of DM parameters. The simulation, based on the model described in detail in Ref. [27],
calculates rates for DM production and interactions in
the detector as described in the introduction above. The
attenuation of the χ flux in the beam dump and earth
shield was calculated and is negligible for the model parameters considered here. The kinematic distributions of
the particles involved for these mechanisms were obtained
from the beam simulations. The energy distribution of
the DM scattered nucleons from the DM simulation was
used as input to the MB detector simulation which then
could be used to calculate event efficiencies and generate a predicted nucleon energy distribution. In practice,
since χN events have the same final-state signature as

Y = ε 2αD(mχ/mV)4
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FIG. 6. The 4 αD 90% confidence limits for 0.01 < mV <
1 GeV and mV > 2mχ using the vector portal DM model.

the NCE sample, existing simulation samples were used
for a χN sample with an event-weight scaling based on
the scattered nucleon energy. Only true NCE events were
used for the DM signal. This is equivalent to assuming
no DM interactions via resonant events and will result in
a more conservative limit. The efficiency for a DM scattering event to be detected in this analysis is ≈ 35% for
nucleon kinetic energy above ≈ 150 MeV but falls rapidly
to < 1% at 50 MeV. In addition, the nucleons in carbon
are subject to binding energy and final-state interactions
further reducing the efficiency. The DM simulation of
[27] does not include corrections for bound nucleons so
they were applied using an effective efficiency calculated
from the MB simulation which does account for those
effects [25].
The procedure results in a set of predicted χN signal
events for each set of 4 αD , mV , and mχ . The number of predicted events simply scales with the 4 αD parameter, while the nucleon energy distribution changes
shape with each mV and mχ . These DM simulation
results were then combined with the components described in the background-only fit above and subjected
to a frequentist confidence limit (CL) method developed previously for the MB ν and ν oscillations analyses [28, 29]. The procedure determines the 90% CL 4 αD
value within this vector portal DM model and allowed
by this experimental data set for a given mV , mχ pair
with 0.01 < mχ < 0.5 GeV, mV > 2mχ . These results
(Fig. 6) provide the best sensitivity of 4 αD < 1.2×10−14
at mV ≈ 775 MeV, near the ρ and ω masses.
Conclusions — This analysis determines the 90% CL
value for the combination 4 αD . Using conventional
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FIG. 7. Confidence limits and sensitivities with 1, 2σ errors
resulting from this analysis compared to other experimental
results [4, 11, 12, 30–36]. Limits from experiments that assume DM coupling to quarks/nucleons, including this result,
are shown as solid lines while those that require DM coupling
to electrons are shown as dot-dashed lines. The favored parameters for this model to account for the observed relic DM
density [4] are shown as the lowest solid line.

choices for the other DM parameters allows comparisons
of experiments employing different methods in a shared
parameter space. In Fig. 7, with mV = 3mχ and αD =
0.5, the 90% CL values for the dimensionless DM annihilation cross section parameter Y = 2 αD (mχ /mV )4 may
be plotted for this result and compared to different experimental exclusion regions. The choice of αD = 0.5 is
compatible with the bounds derived in Ref. [37] based on
the running of the dark gauge coupling. However, it is
important to note that the χ yield scales as 4 αD . Thus
for sufficiently small values of αD the limits from other
probes such as BaBar[32] will be stronger. With these
DM parameter combinations, this result has expanded
the search for DM to mχ values 2 orders of magnitude
smaller than nucleon direct detection DM experiments
and has excluded a vector mediator particle solution to
the g − 2 anomaly [30, 31]. Within the context of the
vector portal DM model and the chosen parameter constraints, this result sets the most stringent limits on DM
in the range 0.08 < mχ < 0.3 GeV and, in a model where
the DM does not couple to electrons [10], this limit is extended down to mχ ≈ 0.01 GeV.
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